AIS to participate in the 6thGRIHA Regional Conference
on 'Accelerating Sustainability in Built Environment'
Bangalore, 28th January,2014: Asahi India Glass Limited (AIS), India’s leading integrated glass company,
to participate in the 6th GRIHA Regional Conference on 'Accelerating Sustainability in Built Environment'
on 3rd and 4th February in Bangalore
The conference aims to bring together scientists, research professionals, academicians, practitioners and
other building industry stakeholders from across the country and abroad to present debate and discuss
on how to accelerate sustainability in built environment, with the objective to make 100% built
environment in India sustainable and efficient.
“As India’s leading integrated glass company, AIS has been at the forefront of moving towards an
ecofriendly future. It has pioneered innovations in glass processing technology to develop both singleglazed and double-glazed products with the best ‘green’ parameters. This is giving developers and their
architects greater choice and the ability to explore possibilities. These solutions enhance the aesthetics,
efficiency and economics of commercial and residential spaces, compared to traditional building
materials,” said Vikram Khanna, COO- Architectural Institutional Business & Consumer Glass, CMO, CIO,
Asahi India Glass Limited.
AIS will also be participating in a technical session on ‘Efficiency in new and existing buildings’ to discuss
how glass is an effective green building material and how it can provide retrofitting solutions for existing
buildings.
About Asahi India Glass Limited (AIS):
Asahi India Glass Ltd. (AIS) is India's leading integrated glass solutions company and a dominant player
both in the car and building glass segment. It commands over 70% share in the Indian passenger car
glass market. Established in 1986, AIS' footprint today spans the entire spectrum of the automotive and
architectural glass value chains. It is a sand-to-solutions organization with products & services for
institutional buyers as well as retail customers.
About Ecosense by AIS:
Ecosense from AIS is a high performance glass portfolio, available in a unique range of 33 natureinspired shades under the three categories – Enhance (Solar Control range), Exceed (Solar Control Low-E
range), and Essence (Low-E range). It helps developersand their architects by:
 Allowing optimum light to pass through a window or façade while radiating, absorbing and
reflecting away a large part of near range infra-red heat
 Keeping indoor spaces brighter and cooler
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